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for Sale to Cassino
: Via Enrico De Nicola

100 square meters | : 1 | : 2 | : 4
Sold apartment for sale on the ground floor in Cassino, area via Silvio Spaventa Church Mother - Piazza San Benedetto, consisting of two
bedrooms, a bathroom, a habitable kitchen, with a local closet attached and a large room.
This house for sale in Cassino is located in the area between Guglielmo Marconi, Abruzzi, Enrico De Nicola, Monte Cassino.
The real estate unit is equipped with large spaces of passage between the living area and that night, ensuring over a maximum comfort
a total brightness of all environments even if the apartment is located on the ground floor.
This type of construction, located in the city center, could offer solutions also different from residential such as (requiring special
permissions and permits) destination of office use or as bed &amp; breakfast.
The property is heated with radiant cast-iron elements and wooden fixtures, with proper finishes at the time of construction.
So thanks to the spacious kitchen, equipped with a reserved storage room, this housing solution would be adequate on the two-
bedroom formula, or if you do not need the large salon could be evaluated as three-bedroom.
Visit the site to view the interiors with the 360-degree CIOLFIcasa videos in code 7 and to arrange an appointment.

"https://www.ciolficasa.it/i/702712--vendita-appartamento-cassino.html
Site: www.ciolficasa.it card code No. 7
Sold apartment for sale on the ground floor in Cassino, area via Silvio Spaventa Church Mother - Piazza San Benedetto, consisting of two
bedrooms, a bathroom, a habitable kitchen, with a local closet attached and a large room.
This house for sale in Cassino is located in the area between Guglielmo Marconi, Abruzzi, Enrico De Nicola, Monte Cassino.

The real estate unit is equipped with large spaces of passage between the living area and that night, ensuring over a maximum comfort
a total brightness of all environments even if the apartment is located on the ground floor.
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This type of construction, located in the city center, could offer solutions also different from residential such as (requiring special
permissions and permits) destination of office use or as bed &amp; breakfast.
The property is heated with radiant cast-iron elements and wooden fixtures, with proper finishes at the time of construction.
So thanks to the spacious kitchen, equipped with a reserved storage room, this housing solution would be adequate on the two-
bedroom formula, or if you do not need the large salon could be evaluated as three-bedroom.
Visit the site to view the interiors with the 360-degree CIOLFIcasa videos in code 7 and to arrange an appointment.
"

Property details

---> Codice <---: 7 ---> Motivazione <---: Sale

---> Tipologia <---: Region: Lazio

---> Provincia <---: Frosinone ---> Comune <---: Cassino

---> frazione <---: Via Enrico De Nicola ---> Prezzo_Richiesto <---: € 180.000 negotiable

---> Totale_mq <---: 100 square meters ---> camere <---: 2

---> bagni <---: 1 ---> Locali <---: 4

: 5 : 76

: Yes
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